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Body worn cameras are becoming an 
ever more popular solution in ensuring 
accountability and stronger post-mortem 
event analysis in the modern work 
environment. Script Technologies has 
become one of the largest suppliers of 
Body worn cameras in South Africa and 
has expanded rapidly to supply law 
enforcement agencies on a global basis.

The TK2100 body camera incorporates 
communication and a body worn camera 
into a single device. Its small form factor 
enables users to take photos, record 
video, activate panic SOS as well as have 
the option to use Script’s PTT radio 
system and user interface all within a 
single device. The TK2100 body worn 
camera features professional-grade Sony 
Startlight lenses with night vision 
technology, ensuring all events are 
precisely captured.

Videos and photos are not only saved on 
the device but can also be viewed live via 
4G and uploaded to our cloud-based 
data management system for analysis 
and storage. 

Full HD 1080p Live Video & Photo Cloud Storage Location Records PTT Integration

3.5" Screen Triple Mic Night Vision IP68 Rating H.265 Encoding

Incomparable integration. 
The future has arrived.
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Incomparable integration. 
The future has arrived.

TK1100
(with repeater & simplex 

functionality)

TK1000 Plus TK2100SE
(LTE body cam)

TK3000

TK800TK1000 TK3100
(with repeater & simplex 

functionality)

TK2100
(LTE body cam)



Script Technologies, a division of the Script Holdings Group, is a multifaceted company 
which specialises in addressing the niche technology needs of modern-day markets. The 
company thrives on the approach of recognising the customer as an individual, taking an 

needs to ensure that they are met beyond expectation.

Specialising mainly in telecommunications and high-end surveillance systems, Script Tech-
nologies provides both hardware and software development to ensure that an exceptional 

quality standard is maintained throughout. Script currently employs solutions to major 
stakeholders in the logistics, security, forestry, mining, agriculture, offshore, commercial 

business and specialised law enforcement sectors including the defence forces.

(4G LTE, 3G, 2G), WiFi as well as UHF radio networks and simplex on certain of its devices to 
ensure exceptional coverage and reliability for the user. The standout advantage of the 

system is that two-way radio communication can be deployed almost anywhere with no 

of the subscription to the service.

The Dispatcher – Command and Control Centre, which can be logged into from any web 
browser, gives users a Best-in-Class management and control platform and has been a 

game-changer in terms of modern-day radio communication. This ensures more control 
over personnel and better decision making due to the vast amount of in-depth information 

available.

Our exceptional product performance and offering has set the standard higher than current 
systems on the market today.
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Overview
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SOS Panic Alert System

Our SOS Panic Alert System offers a solution that is reliable, highly secure and can be tailored to 
suit our customers unique needs. The system has been designed to be used in high-risk, stressful 

environments where an instant call for help is needed. With every press of the built-in panic 
button on the devices, a sequence of events is triggered which ensures comprehensive 

information on the situation is sent out in under a second. 

1. Panic triggered

2. Alert sent to designated rad
ios

3. Mic goes live on device that w
as trigg

ered

4. Panic location sent out to all designated users rad
ios 

5. An alert SMS and Email noti cation is sent out to designated
 u

sers


